A comparison study of n-type PERT and IBC cell concepts with screen printed contacts
Introduction

Effect of wafer quality and base resistivity
Both devices have in common:
• 15.6×15.6 cm 2 n-type Cz-Si • n + (POCl 3 ) BSF region • p + (BBr 3 ) front emitter (BiSoN) and front floating emitter (ZEBRA)
Conclusions
We compared the performance of our n-PERT (BiSoN) and IBC (ZEBRA) cell concepts with respect to the material quality and base resistivity, best and average cell performance, and bifaciality at cell and module level. This study show that:
• BiSoN and ZEBRA show little (and similar) efficiency variation for relatively large change in bulk lifetime or base resistivity, • ZEBRA concept gives in average 0.85% absolute higher efficiency than BiSoN, mainly as a result of higher J SC ,
• ZEBRA, despite of its all back contact architecture, has an outstanding bifacial performance. With a transparent backsheet, ZEBRA modules can generate as high as 15% more energy yield (Wh/Wp).
Different (additional) process steps for BiSoN:
• edge isolation Different (additional) process steps for ZEBRA:
• PECVD masking • Laser patterning • Screen printing for interconnection
• SiO 2 /SiN passivation stack (front and rear)
• screen printing and firing-through metallization
Relative efficiency variation as a function of bulk lifetime and base resistivity for our n-PERT (BiSoN) and IBC (ZEBRA) cell concepts
Comparison of cell performance
Statistical comparison of cell parameters from several laboratory fabrication batches (>300 cells)
Results: 1. Our n-PERT and IBC cell concepts show very similar dependence on material quality and resistivity 2. Large tolerance to as cut material specification  less than 4% rel efficiency variation Parameters of our best fabricated n-PERT (BiSoN) and IBC (ZEBRA) cells measured on a non-reflective (black) chuck
Results: 1. IBC (ZEBRA) gives in average 0.85% absolute higher efficiency then n-PERT (BiSoN) concept 2. The main difference between the two cell concepts comes from J SC 
